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Intersections: Mperiments-on' Raa 4 F a d ,  Barqkok 
Ihis mrking paper is the third in a series of three on the 
control of congestion a t  highly saturated signalised 
intersections. The other papers in the series are: 
WP 220 Cbntrol of m e s t i o n  a t  Highly Saturated Signalised 
Intersections: 1 - Survey M s  
WP 221 a3ntrol of Congestion a t  Highly Saturated Signalised 
Intersections: 2 - Exprhents a t  an Isolated Junction. 
After a brief explanation of the purpose of the stu3.y; and the 
pirt played by the Wma 4 expriments; this paper describes how 
the input data for the experiments was collected; upaated and 
prepared for use in standard signal setting pxqrams. Ihe 
conduct of the actual experiment is then described follovrRd by 
results and w n c l ~ i o n s  thereof. 
As described m e  fully in the f i r s t  paper of this series; the 
purpse of the s t d y  was to develop a method of determining fixed 
time signal settings for use in the highly saturated Bangbk 
netwmk; which wuld perform a t  least as wel l  as; i f  not better 
than; the existing system of police manual control. The poject  
was carried out in three stages. Stage I involved the collection 
of basic data and its analysis to detennine appropiate valres 
for p u  factors; saturation flows etc. 
Stage I1 used the above results to detennine and apply fixed time 
settings for an isolated juncticn; and the results of this 
exprimat  are given in the second paper in the series. 
Stage I11 involved detenninjllg the suitable fixed t h e  settings 
for a netwrk of four highly saturated jmctions on Wma 4 Road. 
This process and the results of the subsequent experiments are 
described in the present paper. 
The reasons for the &ice of the particular jmctions; and a 
physical description of then; are given in the f i r s t  paper. 
Briefly; the isolated jmction is a four way intersection of tm 
dual carriagehays in  the no r6eas t  sector of Barqkok; 2 h  £ran 
the nearest signalised jmction. The netmrk of h w  jmctions 
l i e  on Rmra 4 IiDad; a major and highly congested east-west 
arterial just east of the city centre and south of the on&way 
syst€m; Travelling eastbund; inter-junction spacings are 600, 
350 and 900m. 
.-. .. 
Classified turning manents e r e  obtained a t  each of the four 
junctions during the video surveys of February-March 1984; as 
described in paper me of this series. The main plrpse  of the 
data collected a t  that time xas to establish the p u  values; 
turning mcxranent penalties and saturation £lo=. These 
paraneters muld r a i n  relatively constant over t h ;  changing 
cnly very slowly as new vehicle types were introduced; or driving 
standards improved. Wwever the actual turning movanent flows 
can fluctuate greatly &an day to day (see 5.2); and it ms 
therefore inadequate to use the actual turning movenents measured 
in 1984. Instead; the turning mcnrenent ~ o p r t i o n s  were 
calculated for each approach to each juncticn; as these muld 
vary less than the absolute £lo= . Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the 
proportions calculated; in terns of a l l  vehicles except 
motorcycles for the periods 5-5.30 p m. and 5.30-6 p.m. The %E 
movenent a t  SIL is in tm parts; a very minor part actually 
through the jwction; and the major part ~ i c h  uses a separate 
road sane my back fran the juncticn in front of Lunphini Park 
gates. The latter mwanent was not measured &an the video 
surveys (it ws not in  canera) but xas manually counted durirq 
the April '85 update surveys. U-turning movenents are quite 
substantial f m  sane approaches; because of the lack of gaps in 
the central reservation and the need to gain access to mid block 
penises. Wwever on a few approaches U-turns are prohibited; 
either entirely or during peak periods. 
pcu va l e s  and turning mwanent penalties were calculated as 
described in the f i r s t  paper; and surmarised in !!%la 2.1 an3 
2.2 blow. These valms i n  &ination with the turning movement 
proportions were applied to the input flows described in 2.3. 
TABLE 2.1 p Values Measured in Rana 4 Area; 1984 
Vehicle Qps 
Samlor (3 wheel taxi) 0.89 
~ight/mediun m e r c i a l  veh 1.54 
Bus 1.84 
Fcight turn car (unopposed) 1.00 
Acute l e f t  turn car 1.X 
U-turn car 1.26 
TURNING MOVEMENT PROPORTIONS (% ALL VEHS EX M/C) 5.00-5.30 pm 
FIG 2.1 
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TABIE 2.2 pcu Wu?s of M~torcycles bkasured in Fama 4 Area; 
1984 
Position of motorcycle F U  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A t  head of queE (1st 6 secs green) 0.0 
Kerb lane or next t o  bus lane 0.65 
Right turn lane 0.62 
other 0.53 
Input flow of dl vehicles except motorcycles mre comted 
manually on a l l  ten approaches to  the netmrk by one minute 
intervals (cunulatively; using ta l ly  counters) in &xi1 and June 
1985; as described in  5.2. 
Saturation flom were calculated fran the video data of 1984 a t  
each junction; using the headway ratio method as described in 
Mrking Paper 220. 
~ n i t i d l y ;  signal setthgs e r e  calculated for each of the four 
junctions individually; using the SIGSET and SIGCaP prograns as 
for the isolated jmction. The same method of dealing w i t h  
motorcycles was used; as described in paper tm of this series; 
&ich brief1 y smarised is as follow : 
1) Using an assuned cycle t h e ;  and assuning the sane g/c 
ratios as used by the p l i c e ;  the redlgreen ratios for each 
menent  are calculated. 
2) By applying the formula calibrated against the data of m a  
4: 
h e r e  M = Tatal flow of motorc~les ~ e r  b u r  
MR = K x ~ l y  flow of mtorcycles after 1st 6 secs 
of each green 
- 
R = Mean effective red for menent  
- 
g = Mean effective green " I, 
the value of MR for each menent  bas calculated. 
3) The flow of each of the other v&icle types cccuring after 
the 1st 6 s d s  of green was calculated by subtracting 
£ran the hourly flow; the measured mean flow i n  the 1st 6 
s e d s ;  times the n m h r  of cycles per b u r .  
4) The flow of each v&icle type r each menent  thus 
obtained is multipliedby the appropriate p u  valm. 
5) The smaticm of the pcu flow by turning m e n a t  thus 
gives the hourly denand flow to he a c c d a t e d  after the 
f i r s t  6 seconds of each green. 
6)  In the signal calculations; the measured saturation flow 
are used unaltered; but the start lag is increased by 6 
s e d s  for each menerh. 
The results of applying the ahare -pocedure to the four 
junctions; using the mean April '85 inplt flows £rcan 5-5.30 p.m. ; 
give the results as shorn i n  %ble 3.1. 
TABLE 3.1 SIRUIIW of SIGSET early runs 
JUNCTION C m  M U  % DEGREE OF EAT' FROM 
TIME . ... ,.. 
N E S W  
" 
?he sequences used in these runs were the most ccmmn sequences 
used by the p l i c e  except for SIL where the xet mmnon seguence 
could not be used because of repeated stages. Figures 3.1 t o  3.4 
show these and the other s q n c e s  alsl  used by the p l i c e  . 
FIGURE 3.1 S-y of Police Cbntrol Sequences on Wma 4 
(1984 data) 
Junction: SIP 
Stages available: 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Sequence Frequency Mean cycle time 162 sec 
Typical sequence 1456 
1456 37 Sequence £br SIGSCP 1456 
12456 6 I, " TRANSYT 1456 
21356 2 
13456 2 
FIGURE 3.2 Smmary of B l i c e  a n t r o l  Sequence csl IBma 4 
(1984 data) 
Junction: SUR 
Stages wailable  : 
Sequence m e p n c y  Mean cycle time 209sec 
Typical sequence 1456 
1456 14 Sequence fm SIGSET 1456 
4131456 1 " TRANSYP 1456 
131456 3 
14565 2 
141456 4 
13456 2 
145625 1 
251356 1 
2314356 1 
21356 1 
12451456 1 
31456 1 
FIGURE 3.3 m a r y  of Folice Cbntrol Sequences on Wma 4 
(1984 data) 
Junctim: SIL 
Stages available : 
SW==e FreWncY Wan cycle time 407 sec 
Typical sequence 3121356 
3121356 6 Sequence £or SXGSEZ? 31265 
312131456 1 " TRANSYT 31265 
13121356 3 I 21365 
31213565 3 
131256 1 
131213565 4 
314565 1 
FIGURE 3.4 Surmary of Police Control Sequences cn 4 
(1984 data) 
Junction: SAT 
Stages available: (cnly 1; 4; 6 and 7 un t i l  1 July '85) 
Sequence Frequency Mean cycle time 280 sec 
Typical sequence 1476 
1476 20 Sequence f a  SIGSET 1476 
121476* 5 " TRAN'SY'l' 12476 
* Stage 2 by manual control 
Ihe results of these early rms shouad that; under the tested 
sequences; the most saturated junctions were SIL and SAT; 
f o l l o d  by SUR; w i t h  SIP undersaturated. (h the basis of these 
runs and current police th ings  it was fe l t  then that a cycle 
time of 240s would be appropciate to use in the lWNSYT8 nns. 
Note that the sequeflces used in the T W Y T  runs were different 
in m e  respects &an those used for SIGSET; and that the final 
cycle t h e  adopted was lo= than the 240s indicated here. 
figure 4.1 show the netmrk diagram for the input of the ini t ial  
runs to TR&SYT%. me following points are notemrthy: 
Wdc- flow As described in 2.3 and 5.2; the turning 
mwenent £low w e  obtained by factoring the updated total 
input £low on each arm by the turning mwenent fnoprtions 
measured in 1984. ' Input' flows wre  nat measured on the 
internal links of the netmrk kowver; so that the total 
flows on each of these links wre  determined by s m i n g  the 
turning movements into the link ern the three other arms 
(four where U-turns occurred). This m e s s  started w i t h  
the E-W link fran SAT t o  SIL; continuing to  SIP and then 
returning eastbanis to SAT. The resulting flows are s b n  
a t  the heads of the arrow on figme 4.1. 
LinR definitions The choice as to &ich movements could be 
canbined into one link %as based m observation of the video 
film; and more r e m t  on s i te  observation of changes made to 
lane markings and LTOR. Tnus a t  SIP and SAT there are no 
links for l e e  turns; because these a l l  have separate l e f t  
turn give-way lanes. A t  SIP; the W, NW and MT mwenents 
are d i n e d  in one link because f m  observation none of 
the mwenents has an identifiably different degree of 
saturation £ran the others ( a l l  queues clear together 
approximately) and there is a degree of lane sharing between 
menents. Ihe sane applied to the NS and SW at SAT. The 
south approaches to SIL and SUR are shorn as me link 
because there is anly a one lane queue (although this is 
£lared a t  the jcnction) . 
A t  SUR; the WN mcuanent is canbined with the WE because 
these menents share the kerb lam; whereas the NE and ES 
mcxranents have dedicated lanes. 
A t  SIL; the SN and SE menents share lanes and are 
therekre d i n e d ;  fiereas the SW has a dedicated lane. 
?he NE menent  was a separate slip road, so has no link. 
!the WN mcuanent has effectively almost pnnanent green 
(unofficial LTOR) and so has no link. T k  ES movement a t  
the time of the video swveys shared the kerb lane with the 
EW; but during 1984 the-lane mar-s were charged and LTOR 
introdwed so that it now has a dedicated lane. 
NETWORK DIAGRAM FOR RAMA 4 - INPW TO TRANSYT 8 FIG 4.1 
A t  SAT; the SN and SE manents used to be physically 
separated by a traffic island; but by 1st July 1985 this 
had heen ranoved; so that there row is a certain amunt of 
lane sharing. Twr, links have neverbheless been retained. 
Wuteing Far T W Y T ;  it is necessary to estimate for each 
link; the p o p r t i c n  of traffic khich is feeding it fran the 
upstream links. A proper estimate could only be obtained 
fran &D data; hhich has not available. H?me the estimates 
sbwn in Figure 4.1 are based on the following assunptiors : 
1) Drivers w i l l  not turn right through tvro ccnsecutive 
junctions i f  that menent  can be achieved by using 
another route. E.g. there is m flow fran link 27 to 
link 38 because this can be mre easily achieved u s i q  
Patpng W or Cecho &ad. mwer  the reverse route 
us ingtw le£t turns is easier and is therefore allowed 
(Link 35 to link 24). 
2) Input flow to each link were taken &an the links 
deened allowable; in proprtion to the total outflow of 
those links. Hence for link 38; the total flow of 534 
canes fonn links 21 and 28 in the ratio 1138:3084. 
'Ihese assmpticns are obviously not bholly satisfactory; and 
one muld t ry  to improve on than i f  progressicn through the 
netwrk was pss ib le ;  as then they could have an effect cn 
the flow profiles i n  the TRANSYT model. Mwwer i n  the 
circunstances; with the high degree of saturaticn making 
progression impsible ;  the abcnre assunptions are of m i n o r  
imprtance . 
Cruise-speeds TRANSW requires that cruise speeds be 
defined for each link. These are not &ee-flow speeds; but 
rather the mean speed of the given flow of traffic dbwn the 
link; assuming that the signal controlling the link is green 
and there is no queue already in the link. Video tapes were 
available for the stretch of Rama 4 & t e n  SUR and SIL; and 
it was pss ib le  to use this to t h e  a sanple of vehicles 
along that section in b3th directions. Tne measured speeds 
e 40 kph £or EWand36kphfran WE. In the TRAhlSrP 
lletwrk therefore; all  westbomd and southbomd links wre  
coded 40 kph; a l l  eastbound 36 kph. The norttJx,cnd were 
ccded 40 kph except %r SIP; SUR and the Si a t  SIL &ere 
side friction was assuned to reduced cruise speeds t o  30 
lcpll. 
main; the cruise speeds were not in the event an imprtant 
factor; as the degree of saturaticn prevented progressicn 
along the netmrk. 
Platcon dispersion-factor Tne factor used ms 35; as 
calculated using BangbE data by Chiang Chien (1978). 
4.2 mce-of- Sequences; - Cycle- Times 
The sane sequences as for the earlier SIGSET runs were used in 
the initial TPALSW rms except for SAT, &ere the extra stage 2 
was added because it was by this time expected that the new 
controller muld be installed by the expriment date. After the 
early runs the sequence a t  SIL was changed; as time distance 
diagrams suggested that the altered sequence muld provide better 
progression. Wing the f i r s t  survey day bwer it tlss obvious 
that upstream jmction blocking was far m e  crit ical than 
platoon prqression; and the sequence was changed back to the 
earlier fom h i ch ;  like the majority of the p l i c e  fjonns; 
releases everything £ram the crit ical short SUR-SIL link before 
any traffic is sent touards the SUR jmcticn. 
The cycle time used in  the early runs of T M Y T  was 240 s d s ;  
based rn the SIGSET results (Section 3.2) . 
The preoptimisation settings =re exactly the same as those fDr 
SIGSET; for the junctions where the sane sequence was used; and 
a m p a b l e  for the others. Slight changes in the splits cccured 
during the optimisatim. The performance index (PI) did not 
impove as mmh as muld nmmally be expcted - an indication of 
progression problens . 
It rrtls realised £ran the start that the method devised to deal 
w i t h  motorcycles a t  an isolated junction was not appropriate for 
a netmrk and indeed tlss not kholly satisfactory even for an 
isolated juncticn. This was because the m e w  involved makiq 
the fknt of every platoon disappear; hence the flow pof i l es  and 
platcon dispersion models; crucial parts of the TFWSYT prograni 
muld be ogeratiq on £alse informaticm. Bsoadly speaking, 
unless the total traffic in the systen was correct; the offsets 
muld be calculated incorrectly even i f  the splits wre  correct. 
A revised methcd was therefore devised as follow. (Figures 4.2- 
4.3 and W l e  4.1 refer).  
For each mwenent; the flow in the 1st 6 seconds was 
calculated; for a l l  vehicles except motorcycles; in p u  
(i.e. p u  of m/c = 0).  
This flow is represented by the area mder the cunted line 
in  Figure 4.3 betwen 0 and 6 seaonds; and can be 
represented as an average flow of £6 wer that 6 seconds. 
Alternatively it can be representedby the saturatim flow 
for a time T6 where 6 x £6 = T6 x S. m c e  the start lag is 
6 - T6. 
Note that £6 may be greater than S i f  there is a substantial 
flare; or the in i t ia l  discharge flow fal ls  off fur any other 
reason. In this case the start lag w i l l  be negative. 
FIG 4.2 
PCU 
FIG 4.3 
0 L .-. .. 6 SECONDS 
TABLE 4.1 CALCUTION OF ,9l7ART IAGS FOR SIP JUmTION 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
bbvenent Flow in lst Flow in 1st Sat. flow 6 f 6 / ~  S t a r t  lag 
6 sec. 6 sec F d h r  6 - T6 
lzcu ex d c  ( F u  ex d c )  
/b 
........................................ 
figme 4.4 shorn the start lags calculated for each of the 
mxtanents on the netmrk. 
FIGURE 4.4 Start Iags for MNenents on Fama 4 R o d  Used in 
TRANSYl'8 Calculations (in seccnds) 
4.5 
Ole of the extra features in %RANSYP8 wer previous versions is 
the ability to specify maximun queue l q t h s  £br specified links. 
The m s e  of the facili ty is to encourage the program to fird 
settings which will avoid blccking junctions upstrean. This is 
achieved simply by specifying extremely large m i t e s  for each 
vehicle greater than a specified maximun on each link; thus 
settings which result in wer long queues on these links w i l l  
Impfully be avoided by the program' s optimisation pocess . 
Cne problem found inmediately was that the maximun l i m i t  accepted 
by the Fogram £or any link was 200 pcu; which vas lower than the 
queuing capacity of scme of the links on the netwxk. 
Nevertheless; £or the remainder of the inter-jmctian links; a 
maximun queue l q t h  was entered ( in  p u )  correspmding t o  80% of 
the link being queued. This v a l ~  was cbsen to allow &r 
variations in  input flow betwen cycles and frcm day to day. 
These pr+mpriment rms wre  identical to the earlier runs of 
TMWW8 except £or the revised method of treating motorcyles; 
and the use of the queue l i m i t  facility. Manination of the 
output llOt surprisingly s h o d  that the splits wre  the same; but 
the offsets were quite different. 
EbllowLng discussian a t  CMRT it was fe l t  advisable to test the 
effect of a lower cycle tim; and in view of the variability 
fomd in i n p t  flow; to test  the effect of varying levels of flow 
on the performance index (PI) . Figure 4.5 sbws the results of 
these sensitivity tests;  which wre  carried out cm the Amdahl 
canputer a t  Ueds University rather than at AIT; in order to save 
costs. The i n p t  and output of a %RANSYP run cn the AIT canpter 
had previously been sent to Ieds and the sane results 
replicated. It was therefore only necessary to telex Leeds w i t h  
the percentage changes required i n  the flows; and the cycle times 
to b tested; and for Le&s to telex back the resulting PI'S. 
Figure 4.5 shms as exwcted the dramtic increase in PI  as £low 
approaches saturatian levels. It a s h o d ;  sanethat 
surprisingly; that a 180s cycle time vas predicted to be better 
than a higher figcore &r  all flow levels tested. In fact even 
150s -.as apparently Mter up t o  110% of mean flows. It was 
therefore decided to implement a 180s c y l e  during the f i r s t  day 
of the experiment. A shorter cycle WIS not attenptea; as day to 
day variations of more than 10% were not cnexpcted (see 'Pable 
7.17; where (33V for total input flows = 6%). 
TRANSYT SENSITIVITY TESTS. PERFORMANCE INDEX VERSUS TOTAL FLOW FOR 
VARIOUS CYCLE TIMES. 
FIG 4.5 
% OF MEAN FLOW 
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5. Preparation- Br-Exprimart. 
All four jmction controllers wre  Wikson 8-stage controllers; 
and a l l  m e  fitted w i t h  cableless linking units. These units 
operate by means of a quartz clock *ich rms synchronously with 
the mains supply frequewy. The clcck controls the stage change 
times set in the controller. Under normal circunstances 
therefore a l l  the c l a k s  w i l l  be synchrdsed. If the mains 
electricity supply is cut; a back-up battery keeps the quartz 
clock running; and the accuracy in this case is often stated to 
be within 1 second p r  year. The system mrks ell in mop?; 
where bath the freguency and the tatal n m b r  of cycles each day; 
of the public electricity supply must by law be maintained within 
very close l imi t s .  
In lhailand homer;  the limits are not so s t r ic t  because nane of 
the users require then  to be so. Pdditionally electricity 
failcores are m e  atnnon (pzticularly in the rainy season) and 
the high levels of hunidity and heat affect the accuracy of the 
quartz crystal hck;Up system. 
a3nsequently i f  there was an electricity failcore affecting cnly 
(say) the Si l an  jundim for a period of only 1 hour; then a 
difference in frequency b e t w n  the mains and the back;Up 
quartz a t  Silan of only 0.25% m d d  result in a drift out of 
synchrcdsaticm of 9 seconds. 
In the weeks imnediately preceding the main expriments on m a  4 
the three cableless linking units then in operation (the Sathorn 
controller was of a different type m t i l  ~ u l y  1st) e r e  checked 
and resynchronised three t imes ;  a t  intervals of approximately one 
wek. (In the second vis i t  it ms fotnd that all three clocks had 
drifted by 34 seocads; wfiile on the third v i s i t  tm had drifted 
by 25 and one by 43 seconds. 
It became obvious that 1) cableless linking ms an inappropriate 
method for maintaining synchronisaticn in W l a n d  and probahly 
most developing mmtries: 2) it muld be necessary to check and 
synchronise the controller clwks every day that the autcmatic 
settirrg s e r e  being implemented. This was in fact done. 
As described in 2.1, turning mcuenents had keen obtained a t  each 
of the junctions during the video surveys of &lcoruary/March 1984; 
but it was obviously necessary to update this data to take 
account of the gmwth in traffic cnrer the period. There was not 
the time or resouroes mailable to collect ccmplete classified 
turning m~venent data again; but instead; input flows were 
collected on the 4 days 2-5 A p r i l  1985 cn all ten approaches to 
the netmk; counting a l l  vehicles except motorcycles; by one 
minute intervals. Figure 5.3. shows the means of these flows for 
the period 5-6 p.m.; and the percentage increase over February/ 
March 1984. 
FIGURE 5.1 Mean Input Flows 2-5 April '85 and % Change cn 
February/Wrch '84 (all vehs. ex. m/c; 5-6 p.m.) 
The general trend was olxriously upyards, but there was concern a t  
the size of sane of the changes (up to  35%) and the great 
variability betwen different arms, suggesting that a degree of 
re-routeing trras taking place. It trras therefore decided to 
m e e d  w i t h  iAe signal calculations cn the hsis of the Wil 
1985 flows; but t o  carry out a further upating survey 
imnediately &fore the expriment . Figure 5.2 show the results 
of this later survey cn 25 Jur~?. 
FIGURE 5.2 Input Flows 25 June '85 and % chatqe cn mean April 
'85 Flow ( a l l  vehs ex m/c 5-6 p.m.) 
As c n n  be seen there ws again quite a lot of charqe fran the 
m a  mil 1985 f low.  It m s  suspected that the Ppril f low may 
have been unusual in sane my; and so further a u n t s  were carried 
Out on 27 June 1985 as shorn on Figure 5.3. 
FIGURE 5.3 Input Flows 27 June '85 and % Change on Mean April 
'85 Flow (all v&s ex m/c 5-6 p.m.) 
unavail. 1043 (+14L) 1845 (+21L) 2826 (+39%) I ! 
!he m e  1985 mutts s b w d  variability iiTm day to day 
cmparable to that of A p r i l  1985; but nevertheless the mean 
difference h e t m n  Apori l  and June was significant on most of the 
alms; as sunnarised cn Figure 5.4. 
FIGURE 5.4 Mean Input Flows r and Jut~= 1985 ( W i t h  
Standard mviations) . ( A l l  vehs ex m/c 5-6 p.m.) 
2-5,APRIL. 1974 (104) 1318 (134) 1303 (89) 2088 (32)  
25,27JUNE 2 0 6 4 ( 7 1 )  1 6 2 5 ( 2 6 )  1 3 7 7 ( 6 9 )  1866 (274) 
CHANGE 5% ~ 3 %  6:; -11% 
* Significant at 5% level 
~ ~ . . ~  ~ . .  ~  . . . . . .  . . . ~  . .  
It can be seen that the largest cbmje by far tath in prcentage 
and absolute terns; is on the south a m  of SAT. 
Sane of the changes are very substantial; and one may ask how it 
is pssible that such changes i n  flow can occur on junctions 
&ich are supposedly saturated. The answer is of course that 
the @ice redistribute the green times to canpensate for the 
changed flow; and the total througlpt for a jmction does not 
change as much as the individual aims. (Tne total t h r o q h p t  to 
the netmrk of h u r  jmctions changes by -6% fran April to Jlme) . 
W i t h  fixed time settings of course it is not pssible to respond 
to variatims in flow in the manner that the p l i c e  do. Tnis 
aspect was discussed in the second paper of this series. Caniq 
back to the pcesent problem howver; it was decided to use the 
mean June 1985 input flows in the signal calculations to be 
implemented fran ~ u l y .  
The method described in Section 4.1 was used to factor the input 
flows by turning mxrenent proportions and pu/veh ratios to 
obtain the link flow required for imt to mNGW8. 
5.3 CO,~~g-Ompera t i on -o f  the- wlice 
lhe moperation of the police was essential to the execution and 
success of the exprimmt. A meetiq was therekre arranged for 
5th June at TPD headquarters a t  which the case far an experiment 
muld be presented. It was arrticipated that it might be 
difficult to convince the police; as the results of the isolated 
jmction exprimmt had not shun autanatic control to be more 
successful than manual. A preparatory meeting was therefore 
held cn 24th May with the then resident British EDlice adviser to 
the TpD; a t  which it was agreed that our presentation should take 
the Tollowing Tom: 
1) Review of the isolated jmction expriment; stressing 
that queues and delays had not been significantly mrse 
than mder manml control ; and that the final settings 
had mrksd successfully for tm weks  dming the 
extended t r i a l .  
2)  There vlas a greater chance of success on the Rama 4 
road because of the extra benefits of coordinaticn. 
A t  the m e e t i n g  on 5th m e  the abave argunmts wre  pesented 
alcng with supporting evidence in the form of diagrans of queE 
lengths and delays ; and the TPD readily agreed to cooprate. The 
next stage; as with the isolated junction experiment; was to send 
an official letter &an A l T  to the Director of OPP; asking him 
to write to the Oomnissioner of the Metropolitan Police to seek 
his coopration and that of his District Csnnnanders. A cow of 
the letter to the Catnissioner was useful cm the f i r s t  survey day 
to m i n c e  thDse points policemen vho e r e  maware of the 
experiment. 
5.4 Briefing -OeMRT-Enghrs 
WMrQ is respmsible for the installation and maintenance of the 
signal cuntrollers and the settings therein; d it was therekre 
necessary to obtain its agreenent to our ppsals. Furthewore; 
WMrQ was sufficiently interested in the projed and its 
patential benefits to agree to provide sweral engineers to 
assist in  the rlnning of the exprimmt. As regular cuntacts had 
been maintained with CCMRT engineers since the inception of the 
project; many of then w e  already ccnversant with its aims and 
methds. Cn 11 A p r i l  a hdlf-day v i s i t  to AIT had been arranged 
for several of the CJ2MRT engineers; a t  h i c h  the analysis methcds 
leading up to the calculation of saturation flow; p u  values etc 
=re revied. later;  on 19 June a pesentation was w e  a t  CJ2MRT 
of the TRAWYC -ran; including the results of the preliminary 
runs carried out by then. The main feedback a t  that time was a 
feeling that 240 seccnds (the- ccmncn cycle t h e  being used in the 
runs then) was too long. %is m s  fe l t  to be a surpris&l 
reaction a t  the time; as the mean cycle time a t  the junction i n  
question under manual qperaticn ranged frun 180 to 400 seconds. 
Nonetheless; the cycle time eventually used in the experiment trims 
180 seconds. 
A t  a final pr+survey mee- in CCMRT on 27 June; the logistics 
of the experiment m e  outlined; and it was agreed that one aXRC 
engineer would he staticbled a t  each of the four jmctions . He 
muld be respmible for installirq the settirqs in the 
controllers' R a d m  ?mess t@mory (RAM) synchronising the 
controller clcck with the aid of his two tray radio; ard ensurirq 
that the timings remained in opraticm without he iq  wer-ridden 
by the points p l i c m .  It was b w e r  agreed i n  advance that 
calls for p l i c e  manml opration would nrrt h resisted if  this 
tras : 
1) because of very severe congestion; blockirq across the 
junction; 
2) to allow the free passage of VIPs. 
-my radio cmtact muld he maintained during the experiment 
b e t m  each of the CCMRT engineers stationed a t  the jmciotn 
ccmtrollers; and the three survey c&ordinators * muld h 
located a t  high p i n t s  werlmking Rma 4 ('IFnese 2 % ~  
radios were the property of OPP; and operated on a different 
frequency £ran those used by the p l i ce )  . 
In contrast t o  a l l  the earlier experiments where survey staff had 
hen obtained fran ATT; for the Rma 4 expriment the staff *re 
recruited by fran a pool of survey staff a c h  they 
maintained 6r  their own survey and coding mrk. These staff 
bere mainly pre-University high school students; and 
approximately 30 were recruited t o  wcrk on the input flow and 
elevated observer surveys. Each job was referred to one of the 
junctions; and an OCMRT technician was placed in charge of the 
students a t  each of the jmctions. Survey instrwtiolls written 
by the Leeds University staff in hglish; w e  translated into 
Thai by one of the CCMR? engineers; and relay& to the four 
technicians (whose hgl ish  was wak) . Each technician tnas then 
responsible £or relaying the instructions to the survey staff 
(most of than had m hglish) ; ensuring they were properly under- 
stood, and supervisiun dur iq  the actual expriment. 
This admittedly sanewhat roundabut methcd of ccmnmicating the 
survey instructions worked satisfactorily hecause 1) .the surveys 
involved were very simple to perform; 2) many of the surveyors 
were supervised by the Leeds tniversity staff on s i te  for a t  
least part of the time on the f i r s t  day; so that any patential 
~ o b l e m s  could he spatted early; 3) the survey data tras inspected 
and manually sunnarised inmediately after each day's survey. If 
m e  mnplicated surveys were heing carried out hDtaver;  sane 
modification to the abcnre procedure muld he required. 
5.6 Installaticn of-New-Signals 'and -Controller-at-~athom/~a-4 
Before the experiment; the ant ro l ler  a t  the m a  4/&thom 
juncticm was an outdated 15 years old GEC 4-stage controller; 
ujhich was unsatisfactory in  many ways and was therefore ~ L E  to be 
replaced during June/~uly 1985 w i t h  the sane type of controller 
as already existed a t  the other junctions in the exprimentdl 
area. The unsatisfactcsry points of the old controller were: 
only fDuc stages e r e  available; &ich was inadequate 63r such a 
junction: ( in  fact in  peak hours the police often used to create 
an extra stage by @pically holding back the mwement *fie 
E-W and W-E was signalled green; and simultaneously directing the 
W-S mwement through the red signal): the controller bas 
difficult t o  pprogrm; this requiring the re-setting of brass 
pins an the control bard: the maximun stage time bas 62 seconds; 
mless "double cycling" was selected; when the maximm stage was 
124 seconds and maximun c ~ l e  248 sewnds. ~wer in  this case 
the step size +1 becane 4 seconds; which is rather coarse. A 
visi t  was arranged to the controller cn 12 June w i t h  tm (XMm 
engineers; t o  t es t  whether the proped  timirgs m e  feasible. 
It discovered that mt cnly bas the able-less linldng u n i t  
faulty; but that the t h ing  could not be implanented a t  a l l .  
A meeting bas therefore arranged for 17 June a t  with the 
contractor for the new controller (Eriksons); to find out their 
mrk pogranme . The contractor' s representative explained that 
their prcgratme involved 1) roaring sane traffic islands ardi 
erecting new signal poles; 2) installing new s i g ~ l  heads; 3)  
installing EW controller; 4) rfmwiq old equipent . It was 
explained that we wanted to avoid roadmrks in progress durirug 
our experimental per id ;  so that ideally the m?w system should be 
installed before 1 July. The alternative was to b l d  up uork 
until after 12 July; but this muld involve problans in t r y i q  to 
implement the autcmatic settiqs. The contractor stated that 
they could p b a b l y  have everything ready by 1 ~ u l y ;  but e r e  
being held up by the lack of a detailed plan 531. one of the w e d  
islands. A s i te  v i s i t  was inmediately arranged with OW and 
Eriksons a t  trhich the new island p3sition was marked out. 
Further s i te  vis i ts  and telephone calls to the contractor were 
male every other day; and the new controller in fact came irrto 
operaticm on the morning of 1 July. 
6. Testing - of - S u r v e y n g & ~ s  
me search for and selection of suitable view points for the 
elevated observer surveys is described in the f i r s t  paper of this 
series. IXlring that selection process verbal agreement in  
principle vas obtained £ran each of the building owners/managers 
to our carrying out a survey £ran their premises a t  a later date. 
It was necessary however to >e-contact each of the owners in the 
wks prior to the survey to make detailed arrangements. Fbr 
same of the sites a telephone call was sufficient; but others 
required a personal visit :  one ( a  bank) required a fonnal 
letter.  me difficulty ws that three sites wnted to know; for 
security reasons; the nmes of the survey staff hho muld be 
o p r a t i g  &an their premises . This ws not possible as the 
staff had nut a t  that time been recruited. It has therefore 
agreed that; £or those sites; the survey staff muld ke 
accanpanied on their f i r s t  arrival by cme of the ergineersl 
suprvisors those names m e  given. 
The method was tested for a l l  of the links except Wireless M; 
be tmn  21 April and 10 June 1W5 a d  was f o d  to w k  
satisfactorily as descrited in Wkhq Papr 220. The cmly 
poblgn was that cme of the sites; cn the rmf of the Standard 
Chartered Bank an Ram I V  Foad near Silam M; had no parapet or 
rail* to pevent the survey staff fall* off the edge. As it 
ws necessary to get fairly close to the edge to get a p p e r  
view of the link ke iq  survem; and as strong winds w e  
sanetimes a problem a t  that height; it ~ n a s  decided nut to use 
that s i te  an Mfety gromds. The secticn of Pama IV bet- 
Si lan  and Suriwotq was &served instead £ran the Mc*tien Hotel. 
This survey method as described in Faper cne; had been 
extensively used a t  the isolated jmcticm expriments and it was 
thereface not f e l t  necessary t o  pilot it further £or RaM IV. 
Ihe Elow cn the m a  N netmrk are hotaver mmh greater than 
those a t  the isolated juncticn; and this led t o  a problem %hichi 
i n  hindsight; could have been foreseen. Fig 6.1 illustrates 
(top) in  simplified form the situatim co. an a p p c h  to the 
isolated jmctim; assunhj tjhite cars are 10% of the total flow. 
If the doservers a t  both points identify 90% of the a t e  cam; 
then the total nunber of matches to be expcted is 
As the total flow increases; the &servers will then record m e  
vehicles; but w i l l  eventually reach a maximun constrainedby the 
rate a t  c h  they can mrk; and an increasing tendency for 
n h r  plates to ke obscured by other v&icles. Hence in the 
exanple shorn; althotgh the flow has more than doubled and more 
data is b e i q  collected; the e x p c t d  nunber of matches has 
dropped by half. 
tatal flow 1000 Total 1000 
khite cars 100 100 
lYPM 90 90 
- 
Matches 100 x 0.9 x 0.9 = 81 
total flow 2500 2500 
dtx? cars 250 250 
NPM 100 
- 100 
Matches 250 x 0.4 x 0.4 = 40 
Fortunately the nmber of matches obtained m the survey was 
still adequate; but it is remended that in any future surveys 
in high flow conditions the problen of a ptent ial ly low matck 
rate is investigated i n  advance. Ways of cnrermnkg the woblem 
are : 
1) employ extra survey staff to increase the sample rate. 
2) reduce the size of the target ppulatim (mi t e  cars) by 
add- sane extra identifying feature (such as those w i t h  
black rmfs mly) . 
Both of these suggestions have associated problms vhich have rot 
yet been fully resolved. 
6 .3  Queue Length Estimation r4?thcd Testing 
Quee length estimation as described in the f i r s t  paper, m s  
tested on a sanple of links c n  25 b y  1985. It was ktnd that 
m e  of the sunrey staff had difficulty with the method, lmth in 
detelmining exactly &ere ms the end of the queE, and in 
spotting the start  of the green pricd. It has also suspected 
that sane obsevers were nut very accurate in estimating the 
prcentage of the link *ich ws queued - the prspective &an a 
high buildiw could be quite misleading sanetimes. It was 
therefore decided that in the actual exprirnent, this part of the 
survey muld he carried out by the eqineering/supenriscry staff 
&an Ieeds Lhiversity/KMKT. 
The following are the main incidents &ich accurred dwing the 
days when autunatic control was in operatim. 
2 m l y  1985 No incidents 
3 July 1985 
4.50 Freight train east of Sathorn Ftmd blocks exit 
£ran SAT to East for approximately 3 minutes 
5.49 Smlor broken dom in  le£t lane of Wma 4 westbound 
a t  Suramng 
4 July 1985 
4.00 Light sbwr of rain 
4.17 Freight train blocks exit fran 9\T to East for 
approximately 7 minutes 
4.45 Smlor broken dom east of Surawng 
4.50 Blue car broken dbwn e a s t b o d  W of Summng 
4.55 Meight t ra in blocks exit fran SAT to Bst for 
approximately 3 minutes 
5 July 1985 
3.30 Heavy rain for approximately 30 minutes 
3.50 E x i t  £ran SIL to 93uth restricted for approx 30 
m i n  by prked cars of p ren t s  picking up s c b l  
children t o  avoid the rain 
4.19 Accident ht- 2 cars making Ul.blm m Wma 4 
betwen Siphraya and Suramnq 
4.26 Siphraya an manml m t r o l  
4.32 I, back an autunatic 
4.38 an manual control 
4.44 back on autunatic 
8 July 1985 
3.40 Signal fault  a t  Sathorn - OK by 3.45 
Police hold up t ra f f ic  a t  Silcm E b m d  to  allow 
free plssage for VIP 
4.30 Freight t ra in blocks exit tiran SAT to East for 
approximately 3 minutes 
5.18 Qr stalled a t  stop line an lgma 4 eastbod a t  
Sathorn till 5.24 
5.30 Qr koken dow in Sur-Silan link eastbound. 
9-12 July 1985 
NO serious incidents .-. . 
7.2 Signal- Settings-Applied 
The signal. settings actually applied are show in inbles 7.1 t o  
7.5. The initial settirgs shorn cm each table =re mended cm 
si te  i n  response to mwailiq conditims. Ihe following 
extracts frm the suwey diary give an indication of the 
reasoning behind the changes. 
2 July 1985 
SIP blocked back briefly 
Rma 4 blocked f r a n  E across SIP (blocking right turn 
brief1 y) 
SIP blocked back redwing wstbomd briefly 
di t to 
as a t  3.41 
Right turns EhT a t  SUR plshing through - hlocking 
briefly 
Eastbomd blocked back through SUR blocking right turns 
Bstbund I, I, $1 SIP 1, 11 0, 
Should eastbocnd at SIL rtm after G b m d  at SIB? 
Left turn £ran property betmen SUR an3 SIL blaking 
queue discharge ea s tbod  to SIL 
Queue SrniSIL only clearing durirg S-N 
Queue &an SIP into R4 eastbocnd cleared s x n  
Same problem SUR-SIL. Now long E-N queue 
Sip tu rns  blocked by eastbound queue £ran SUR 
Right turn W-S a t  Silan seems to redwe Silm 
fhroughplt 
Right turns JZN a t  SUR now queued in 3 lanes 
Turn blocked especially by WS queue fcx Silan 
Right turn EN a t  SUR now blockirg SIL 
(Frequently) major queue gap between SUR 4 SIL 
eastbound; mused by pliceman enforcing yellow box 
outside exit fran hospital 
Bstbomd a t  SLZ, blocked by right turn 
Major problem mw is ncn ccmpliance ea s tbod  at SUR 
3 July 1985 
4.01 SIB blocked briefly blocking right turn 
4.04 as a b e  
4.07 a s  ahove 
4.23 Eecisim to advance SIL offset by 10 sec to mlve 
akove 
4.27 In changirq to new times, stage 3 a t  SIL skippea for 
cme c ~ l e  hence no W-6 w e ;  lcng queue ; canpletely 
blocking E-N a t  SUR 
4.28 OK, but rest of N-S a t  SLlR blocked W-E hence queue 
back to SIP 
4.35 SIP blockage has blccM F A  fjor 1/2 c ~ l e  
5.10 Charged SIB times - 3 s e d s  moved fmn S-N to N- 
S. - 
WLE 7.1 STACE STAFT TIMES ON 4 RDAI) WTE 2 JULY 85 
CYCLE TIME = 180 s 
(NORTH Z Q  '1DP OF PACE) 
K N  [3]  STACE NUMBER 
1 4  SmGE START TIME 
(25 ) STAG3 LEGTH 
* NB DPETREWP SEQUENCE 
TADLE 7.2 STACE SAKI'  TIMES ON RAMA 4 RD WTE 3 JULY 85 
CYCLE TIME = 180 s 
(NOKIM AT 7DP OF PACE) 
KEY C3 1 STAGE NUMBER 
14 STAGE START TIME 
(25 ) STAGE LENGTH 
STAm START TIMES ON RAMA 4 RD 
CYCLE TIME = 180 s 
(mm iw mp OF  PA^) 
DATE 4 JULY: 85 
KEY [3 3 STAGE NUMBER 
14 STAGE START TIME 
(25 ) STACE LENGTH 
TABLE 7.4 SPACE SPART TIMES ON RAMA 4 RD DATE 5 JULY 85 
CYCLE TIME = 180 s 
KEY 131 STACE NUMBER 
14  STAGESTAFCTIME 
(25) STACE LENCPH 
*1 POLICE CYMI'IEDL 4.26 - 4.32 
4.39 - 4.44 
"2 SCHEMJLED PLAN W E  TO 6 ,  50, 94, 106, 135 mt implmmted a t  5.15 kernuse 
of lack of radio contact 
TABIE 7.5 SPACE SPART 'IIMES CN PAM4 4 RD 
C- TIME = 180 s 
(NORTH AT 'IOP aF PA=) 
Key c31 mGE NUMBER 
14 SPACE STAFfl' 'ITME 
(25) STAGE LEmTH 
mplt £low of all vehicles except motorcsles =re comted on 
the ten entry links to the netmrk; as described in  secticn 2.3. 
!he actual comts ware recorded cunulatively a t  me minute 
intervals; and are smmarised by half hour and hourly periods in 
Tables 7.6 to 7.15. 
Tables 7.16 and 7.17 s m a r i s e  the p?riods 4-5 pn and 5-6 pn 
respctively for each survey day; and give statistics kr the 
distribution of the flow cn each am wer the 10 days. Lrmkirq 
a t  mbles 7.16 and 7.17 the following points can be seen: 
1) The flow in the 4-5 pn period is in general higher than in 
the 5-6 pn p e r i d  (by about 3.5% ) : 
2) The above is true for all approach ams except the south arm 
a t  SUZ: 
3) the coefficient of variation £ran day to day cn individml 
approaches ranges £ran as low as 4% to as high as 25%: 
4) SIL; the most saturated jmction; also has the most variable 
flows ( CbV = 20-218 £ran the north; 11-25% £ran the south) . 
Table 7.18 smnarises the flow data &an 4-6.30 pn for each 
survey day. Flows on the ten entry links to the netwicks cane 
directly £ran the input £low comts as  above; &ereas flow on 
the internal links are derived fran these by applying the turning 
menent  proportion of section 4.1. Inspection of the table 
stows a £kw outliers; as follows: 
on 8 July; unusually high £low a t  SIP S;N 
on 8 July; unusually low flow at S W  N-S 
cn 10 July; unusually low flow a t  SIL N;6 
'Ihe day t o  day variation in the flows displayed on the foregoirq 
tables is certainly in accord w i t h  subjective assessment of the 
situation i n  Bangkok. Unfortunately there is no longtern flow 
data available &ich may help to a g a i n  fhe variation and 
deternine whether there is any pattern t o  it. 
TIME 
TIME A B C D E F G 
.:. 
. . 1600-1630 850 1255 916 692 ,887 991 1639 
16361700~ ' 496 1260 960 710 869 1102 1730 
1-1730 782 1183 943 . 670 828 1083 1564 
,1761800 971 1087 774 687 922 'I081 1480 6 
1800-1830 910 1071 763 659 914' 1162. 1489 7 
TIME 
TIME A B C D E F G H I J TOTAL 
TABIX 7;10 IblP[rP FI17ws: RAMA IV DATE: 5/7/85 
TIME A B C D E F G H I J 'IDQUJ 
. 
i * Estimated fran 1/7/85 
DATE:: 9/7/85 
DATE: 10/7/85 
TIME 
TIME A . B  C D E F G H 

TABI.33 7.16 Input Flows 4 S m m y  1 2 12 July 1985 
J TOTAL 
72 ,900 2027 .2718 2765 1638 7 
. . . . 
.. 
. . 1318 1699 2562 3507 1659 929 1 
9;7 .I870 2560 1768. 1101 1820 2749 2993 1862 910 1066 18685 
. 10;7 1981 2581 1860 703 1740 2617 2944 1706 936 1191 18259 
* 
. 1.. 11;7 1654 2643 1887 1117 1812 2637 2887 1964 1084 1075 17780 
12;7 164.9 2346 1713 1381 1869 2526 2883 1869 877 1009 18122 
MFAN 1727 2499 1784 1149 1699 2546 3085 1691 901 1040 18031 
MIN 1346 2217 1631 703 823 2093 2654 1374 709 841 16954 
MED 1750 2532 1806 1159 1748 2590 2969 1683 908 1029 18090 
RANGE/ 
MED 38% 17% 14% 60% 69% 31% 29% 31% 41% 53% 11% 
TABIE 7;17 Input Flows R a m  IV Scrmnary 1 - 12 July 1985 
MEAN 1782 2228 1653 1123 1690 2480 2610 1625 1037 1020 17407 
MIN 1637 2063 1490 679 1562 1760 2004 1211 879 893 15578 
MED 1772 2233 1660 1189 1696 2589 2368 1554 1045 1037 17792 
MIX 1943 2356 18l3 1413 1860 2835 3321 2422 1113 1131 19135 
TABLE 7.18 RAMA 4 EXPERIMENT INPUT FLOWS 4.00-6.30 p.m. ALL VEH EX M/C 
Link travel times =re measured either by the elevated observer 
method (14 links) or by n m k r  plate matching (2 links) as 
described in sections 6.1 and 6.2. The resulting mean travel 
times for the whole survey period are sbw m Table 7.19. It 
can be seen that on the first survey day (1 July; p l i c e  
contro1) Bur links ware not measured; due to lack of survey 
staff. The only other missing data is on 9th July *r SIP W-E. 
lhis was because the vantage p i n t  used till that date (a  hatel 
bedram under redecoration) suddenly hecame unavailable . bhmhr 
plate matching was therefore used for that link far the renainder 
of the survey. 
The day to day variation in link travel tines is obviously mmh 
greater than that of the flows; w i t h  coefficients of variation 
ranging &an 19% to 59%. Figure 7.1 shofn6 these CbV for each 
link; where the fbllowing features becane apparent: 
- ~ x t e r n a l  links in general b e  higher variation than 
internal links 
- The low a3V for SIL S;N is pobably hcause the queue 
on this approach often extended h e y d  the timing p i n t  
- the CbV fbr SAT E W  is lover than expded; probably 
due to the high proprti.cn of free l e e  turning traff ic  
a t  the jmction; as wll as the lorrg queue &ich 
extended beyond the t h i n g  p i n t  
- the variation appears to redme as one pogresses along 
the netwxk fran either directim; probably due to the 
"gatirrg" effect of each j m c t i a .  
TABLE 7.19 RAMA 4 EXPERIMENT 1-12 JULY 1985 
MEAN TRAVEL TIMES (SECONDS) 4.00-6.30 p.m. 
C o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  V a r i a t i o n  o f  t r a v e l  t ime between days Fig. 7.1 
59% 
437; ~, 28% 34% 27% 
SIP 29% sUR 24% SIL 22% . SAT 
26% 5 I 7; 
1 
7.5 System-Performace-&asures 
Table 7.20 show the veh-burs/bur 60r each l ink  during the 
period 4-6.30 p.m.; obtained by multiplyilxj each element in Tahle 
7.18 by the corresponding elanent i n  Table 7.19 and dividing by 
2.5 x 3600. 'Ihe row suns then give the total v&hours/hr spent 
in the netwxk. -king a t  these row totals; cne can see tha t  
a f t e r  the f i r s t  tm days of autcmatic control during &ich it was 
knom that the set t ings wre ncn optimal; and many chqes  wre 
still being made to  then; the veh-hours spent in the netwxk f e l l  
markedly (4th July) to the l o w s t  f igwe  of the expriment even 
t b q h  total i n p t  flows wre highest on that day. 'Ihe 
subseqwnt rises cm Friday 5th and Wnday 8th wre do&tless in 
part caused by the higher than nonnal n m b r  of incidents 
occur iq  a? those days; as l i s t ed  i n  7.1. 'Ihe last four days of 
the experiment; under police manual control; on which no serious 
incidents occurred; incurred a? average 5.78 nrxe veh-burs/hr 
than the  5 autanatic days. 
Table 7. U show veh4uri/hr £or each l ink  d u r i q  the period 4- 
6.30; obtained by mul t ip ly iq  each element in Table 7.18 by the 
length of its link. 
Each elanent of Table 7.21 is then divided by the corresrpnding 
elenent of Table 7.20 t o  prcduce %able 7.22 slPwhg the mean 
system speeds cm each link. 'Ihe averages m l m  of Table 7.22 is 
the resul t  of dividing the row totals of Table 7.21 by the row 
totals of Wble 7.20; and gives the average system speed an the 
netwmk. Fran this it can be seen that the mean system speed 
mder autanatic control; (7.68 kph) is 4.3% faster than the mean 
system speed (7.37 kpn) during the subsequent 60ur days of manual 
control. I f  bower ws exclu3e the tm Ways &an canprison; 
on the basis tha t  total t ravel  (in veh-kin) was substantially 
loher an those days and data ws missing £or day 1; w abtain the 
results of Table 7.23. 
TABLE 7.20 RAMA 4 EXPERIMENT VEH HRS/HR 4.00-6.30 p.m. 
ul 
0 i 
* ESTIMATED FROM 5/7/85 
TABLE 7.21 RAMA 4 EXPERIMENT VEH. KMS/HR 4.00 - 6.30 p.m. 
TABLE 7.22 RAMA 4 EXPERIMENT LINK TRAVEL SPEEDS KM/HR 4.00-6.30 p.m. 
TABLE 7.23 Linked Junctions Results Smary 
Dates veh-km/hr Index d h r  Index 
9-12 July (Police) 2973 100 7.29 100 
2-5 July (Auto) 2792 94 7.74 106 
4 July (Auto) 2336 79 9.49 129 
This shms that for the four autauatic days Tuesday-Friday; total 
travel time was 6% l o ~ r  and average system speed 6% higher than 
on the four police days. This is despite the fact that the 
autanatic days incluled 2 July '85 cn  which the sigml settings 
here clearly non-optjmal; 3 July '85 h e n  the main output £ran 
the system to the east was blocked for approximately 7 minutes a t  
the height of the peak; and 5 July cn which there was a half hour 
tropical rainstorm and a subsequent half b u r  redwtion in output 
on one m caused by parents collectimg children £ran schml . 
%ere viere no serious incidents on p l i c e  days 9-12 July. 
On 4 July; there were also m serious incidents; and a l t b q h  
tDtal travel was 3% higher than average; total travel time (veh- 
hr/hr) was reduced by 21% and system speed increased by 29%. 
This suggests that in incident-free conditions; substantial 
savings in travel t h e  are possible. 
Queue lengths viere recorded primarily fir the benefit of the 
p l i ce ;  as the opinion of bath JMP an3 OCMRT erqineers has that 
the p l i c e  muld be mme corntinced by a shortenhq of queues 
(which here clearly visible) than a shortening of journey times. 
The method employed to estimate quew lengths is described in 
section 6.3. During the days of autanatic control; it was 
pssible for one prson to estimate the queue lerqths on 6 links 
fmn one elevated ps i t ion  (Montien -1) because the 
synchronisation enabled the observer to lcok a t  each queue in 
turn; IaPwing when the start of green on each link was a b u t  to 
occur. During manml control; homer;  this was atrviously 
imp3ssible; and an extra person was therefore required a t  this 
location. 
Table 7.24 show a s m a r y  of the results of the queue length 
surveys; giving median queue lengths a t  the start  of green during 
the pried 4.00 - 6.30 p n  on Wednesday throqh Friday autanatic 
and manual. Sane data is missing; and the interpetation of that 
which exists is not straightforwrd. Table 7.25 show; accord* 
to the queue length and the f fwel  time survey; hhethex p l i c e  
cor auto m t r o l  was best on each link. Ompuing the tm 
Wednesdays; v.e find that the queue length survey is in agreenent 
With the travel time survey (table 7.20) with regard to h i c h  is 
the better day; on 8 a s ;  and disagrees on 5; with missing data 
cn the rest. For the tm 9hursdays there is agreement an 7 and 
disagreenent on 8; and for the tho Fridays 10 agree and 6 
disagree. It muld sean therehre that there is l i t t l e  
correspcnaence between the tw surveys which is disappointing but 
not surprising given the difficulties of estimating queue l q t h s  
with any accuracy and the fact that different observers on 
different days may; for example; have slightly different 
interpretations of exactly where is "the back of the queue" and 
exactly h e r e  are the m j d  points ; quarter points etc . of each 
link. 
mble 7.24- Quee length-sunrey results mary.--Percentage of 
link length-cpuec-at-start of qreen-(Mian 4 - 6.30) 
Date SIP SUR SIL SAT 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............ 
........................................................................... 
We-7 .25 -  -Canpr ison of - q u e e -  length- and- travel- tine-surveys- showing 
bestday(P-=Police;-A-=-Auto) 'accord-to-Tables'7.20-and'7.24 
Date SIP SUR SfL SAT 
- . " 
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Ckmysring mesday - E'riday mder autanatic control with the sane 
days d e r  p l i c e  control; vekhours/hr ware reduced by 6% and 
speeds increased by 6%. this is a rather moclest imfrovanat; 
partly due to the fact that serious incidents were more camum 
dwing the autanatic days. If f i e  only incident-free autanatie 
day is canpared to the average police days an improvenent of 21% 
in veh-hrs; and 29% in speeds; is observe3 prhaps indicatillg the 
p ten t ia l  benefits to be obtained i f  p l i c e  =re redeployed to 
deal with incidents m e  speedily. In s~nmary then; the 
reduction in delay achieved by co-ordinatd fixed time control 
wer p l i c e  control; although substantial; ms  not as high as one 
normally associates w i t h  the introduction of VIY: system. 
FIGURE 8.1 Traffic Delay on a Link 
uni£onn delay 
Degree of saturation % 
The reason for this can perhaps best be explained by reference to 
figure 8.1 (Vincent e t  al (1980)) . 'Ibis figure shorn the 
relationship betwen delay and degree of saturatian for one 
approach to an isolated fixed time jmcticn. The 'mifonn' and 
'uversaturated' elements of delay are those which muld be 
incurred i f  the input flow in every c y l e  ms the same. Ihe 
'randan' delay elanent is that attributable to the £act that flow 
varies betmen c ~ l e s .  Ihe relative size of these elements 
obviously depenls on the a u n t  of variatian in the traffic flow; 
but it can he seen that the randan element is a t  a maximun arovld 
100% saturaticn. It can also be seen that, a t  degrees of 
saturation aromd 100%. very mall  charges in input £low or 
saturation £low w i l l  p d u c e  large changes in the delay. 
This; of course; assumes that the timings are fixed. A t  @ice 
ccxltrolled signals i n  Banglcok -.e have a situaticn where the 
degree of saturaticn is close to 100%; but hecause the pliceman 
can re@ hed ia t e ly  to variations in input or saturaticn 
.-. . 
£low; the randan elanent of delay is substantially r e d d .  
Hence; even if he is imposing a greater miform delay than 
necessary (by the use of writer-lang green times fir instame) ; the 
total delay :mpsed by a reasonably canpetent plicenw will be 
less than that imposed by a correctly set fixed time autanatic 
amtroller. 'Ihis explains thy even our best &arts at the 
isolated intersecticm imposed m x e  delay than the polio.?. Wiq 
to a netwrk of jmctions; homer ;  the balance chatlgea in favour 
of fixed time ccntrol because of the benefits of co-on3inaticn 
HtLich the police are rnable to achieve. 
Table 8.1 sunnarises these pints;  and also slrrws an advantqe 
ulhich Lath police and UPC operation have wer isolated aa: 
cableless linked fixed time control; nanely the ability to use 
any seqence of Wes. %is can he an inqDlrtant advantage 
where; for exanple; at SIL; (the critical juncticn of the 6ur) 
the noamal plice sequence a l h  the muthern m c h  to rul 
twice per cycle. 'Ihis is a sensible canpmise betwen a very 
l o q  green (uhich wuld entail a drop in satmatian flow M u s e  
of w e a n  constrictions) and a much shorter cycle time with 
amsequent loss in werall capacity. 
TABLE 8.1 Comparison of Signal Control Systems 
Worst ,------------------------------------------------------------ -I Best , 
Unlinked (Bangkok) Police Co-ordinated UTC system 
Flxed tlme Controlled Fixed time 
m 
m Automatic 
~~timiskd for Yes 
average flows 
No Yes Yes 
Shbrt term No Immediate No No 
response 
to flow 
variations 
Long term Periodic 
response to updates 
changes in flow 
Immediate Periodic More frequent 
updates updates 
Co-ordination No No Yes Yes 
Choice of Llmited by Unlimited Llmited by Limited only 
sequences controller controller by central 
computer 
The experiments have damstrated that autanatic control is 
capable of controlling traffic even w i t h  saturaticn levels of 
virtually 100%; variable flow and £requent incidents. It ms 
noticeable; hwwer; that several adjustments had to be made to 
the timings calculated by standard analysis tools; and that 
occasional incidents might wel l  encourage local staff to 
intrcduce manual operaticn. Wxk w i l l  be starting soon cn a 
further poject  vhich will concentrate cn these issues. Ln 
particular it w i l l  pursue three areas of s tdy .  
The f i r s t  concerns the determitlation of signal settings vhich are 
sensitive to a range of no-. It is clear that the range of 
input £low observed; particularly %r the linked jmctions; 
trould in practice m e r i t  a range of signal s e t t i q s .  In a fixed 
time system; such variaticns are not practicable; and the 
settiqs seleded muld be determined on a n m b r  of different 
bases. Cne pss ib i l i ty  is to use average flow; but this could 
lead to excessive delays on high £low days. Another is to use 
the maxhm flow; but it may wall ke that different 
distributions of flow arise even fDr a given high Mal flow. A 
third is to develop th ings  which minimise the delay experienced 
over the w e  of conditions. It is cm the last  of these that 
further analysis is concentrating. For a seninal paper on this 
issue see Bqnlecker (1986). 
The second concerns the calculation of offsets. %en jmctions 
are saturated; progression in  the n o m l  sense is impssible; 
since each vehicle w i l l  ke delayed £or a c p l e  a t  each jmction. 
The key requirement; instead; is to avoid queues disrupting 
upstream jmctions and; i f  pssible;  to redme the nunber of 
standing waves in a queue. Detailed observation indicated that 
poblems did not occur in jmctions provided that the t a i l  of the 
queue was w i n g  by the t h e  that the stage for its main feed 
ended. If stationary v d c l e s  remained in the jmction; other 
drivers m e  encouraged to enter the jmction illegally; and 
other matenents wre  disrupted. Attapts were maie to increase 
the offset on the shortest link to avoid this happening; but were 
not vholly successful kcause queue lengths fluctuated 
considerably £ran cycle to cycle. Ihe wble of this l e q t h  was 
filmed; and the film w i l l  be analysed further to identi* a basis 
£or offset calculaticn. On loqer  links que= leq ths  were 
rarely sufficient to blcck jmctions; but it wis noticeable that 
queue fonnation was impaired vhen a standing wave occurred. Tnis 
suggests determining offsets ~o that the newplatoon joins the 
queue just as it starts to m e ;  in accordance w i t h  the advice of 
TRB/NCHFQ Iieprt 194 (Pignataro et al 1978). A s  prt of these 
offset recalculations it is intended to assess the need fbr 
gating of £lorn; and the mst appropiate basis £or d o h  ~ o .  
The third deals with incident managenent . Mperience suggests 
that capacity redming crcurences are likely to b firequent; and 
that a t  high lecrels of saturaticn; they will have potentially 
serious effects cn q e s t i o n .  If p l i c e  can ke diverted £ran 
regular manual ccntrol; there is a clear merit in using t h e n  to 
avoid incidents occurring ad to assist then in  determining then 
to intervene and b w  to do so. As an input to this process it is 
intended to use the video record to prwide advice; and to test  
the effects of a range of intervention tactics. 
'Lhe major conclusions &an the study to date are: 
i) it is. pss ib le  to use autanatic control of traffic 
signals in the conditions observed; ~ i c h  are mag the 
most c q e s t e d  i n  the world: 
ii) a e  the travel time savirgs a t  an isolated jtncticn 
may be d l  or nosexistent; the benefits of achieving 
good &adination a t  a canplex set of jmctions are 
likely t o  be substantial: analysis suggests that a 
saving of up to 10% may be achievable; and it is 
probable that there are further savings £ran reduced 
variablity ; 
iii) a further major benefit is in the release of p l i c e  
manpwr £or other duties: it appears in particular 
that there is merit in diverting their attention to the 
enforcement necessary to avoid congestic+irducing 
incidents or to mitigate their effects: 
iv) while standard analysis -1s pcwide a suitable 
starting p i n t  for determining timings; considerable 
further adjustment is likely to be required: means of 
impcoving the ini t ial  gredicticns are being 
investigated: 
v) the major emphasis in highly crmgested d i t i o n s  must 
be on queue regulaticn; and existing analysis 
pcocedures need to ke temodified to deal mare adequately 
with queue prediction and limitaticn: 
vi) a t  levels approaching 100% saturatim; prfonnance is 
very dependent on fluctuations in traffic caditions 
and on the occurrence of incidents: further wrk is 
needed to  develop m e W s  £cu determining delay- 
m i n i m i s i r q  settings for such conditions: 
v i i )  the substantial variations in flows £ran day to day and 
mcnth to month; coupled w i t h  the sensitivity of 
performance to such variations; place major denards on 
survey design; 
v i i i )  the use of vide4kased survey techniques was of 
considerable benefit in simpli£yhg data collecticn; 
p r m i t t i n g  flexibility in analysis; a d  pcwiding 
illustrative materid .£or training p u r p e s  . 
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Table A.l &low show the list of prsonnel involved in the 
survey during the manual control days and (starred) the autanatic 
control days. The timetable h r  a typical survey day d w i q  
autanatic control folio%. 
llABIE A. 1 List of Svvey Rrsonnel on Site 
........................................................................................................ 
W AE'FrLIATION SURVEY JOB -TI ON 
................................................................................................... 
F 0 MCNPGCMERY ITS  LEECG 
* PROF A D  M Y  I, I t  
R D B i m I ' m r n  TRRt 
* P ~ J H J O N E S  A I T E W X O K  
CHAMRDON CCMIU' 
* SmXlAN 
*TONG 
* cHmscHAI 
* m P H A N  
* SUPACHAI 
* swm 
* KITPI 
* KALm 
* TOWPRM) 
4 SUPERVISORS 
30 STAE'F 
* autanatic days cmly 
.................................. 
O V E ~  S RVISION/Q LEKTHS I(OOF CATHAY TRWT 
0, I, 
" FIRE ESCAPE MONTIEN 
I, I t  
" R O O M I E M  
ADVICE NOT FIXED 
OVERALL STAFF SUPERVISION; FlRE ESCAPE KNTIEN 
LIAISON WITH wINEF,Rs 6, POLICE 
I/C a? S I P  JUWTION 
I, I, I, 
A!r mtmxo- 
I, I, 
I/C CF SUR JUtiCTION 
I/C OF SUR OR S I L  " 
I/C a? SLt 
I ~ C  OF SAT 
ASSIST TO RDB 
ASSIST TO FCM HXX CATfRY TRUST 
ASSIST AIM/CNAMKON FIN3 ESCAR3 MCRfPIm 
SUPWVISICRT a? STAE'F VARIOUS 
n\mvr CCUNTS; TRAVEL TIMES VARI(3US 
ALL 
FCM 
ALL 
FCM 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
other m 
engineers 
m 
OCMRT 
FCM 
30 survey 
staff 
FCM 
30 survey 
staff + 4 
supervisors 
ccM.F3 
engineers 
30 survey 
staff 
I t  ,I I t  
ALL 
Survey 
staff 
Am 
FCM 
Supervisors 
Arrive KMtT o f f i e  ; of noad 4 VCR machines 
Check tapes pcoprly recorded 
Discuss previous day's results 
Start copying of one tape frcm Beta-VHS 
kcisions on strategy £or today 
Pqree plan &r day w i t h  02MFtT engineers 
Lunch 
Wad @pent to vehicle 
Leave £or Montien viewpoint 
Leave kr respective sites 
Drop AD4 + 1 CMKC a t  M t i e n  with @pent 
Arrive a t  controllers 
Drop RE3 + ecpipnent a t  IBM. Set up camera 
Arrive at WMRl - briefing 
Arrive w i t h  1 O"mTTC a t  Qthay Trust Bldg. 
Set up canera 
Leave CMKC for sites in 2 minibuses 
Synchronise controller clocks and activate 
settings 
A l l  cameras in psitim 
Start video recording 
Arrive cn si te  
Start recording 
Finish surveys and video recording. Pack up 
camera equipat 
Hand over data to juncticn supervisor. Then 
go h e  
Walk to W a r i n  Hatel loEby 
Pick up RIlB and camera @pent a t  7BM 
Supervisors deliver data to ACM in W a r i n  
-el lobby 
F C M / ~  pick up cameras and 2 O"mTTC a t  Wntien F~MJRDB Arrive- Mandarin Rkel. Brief discussicn of 
events 
Supervisors Feturn to CCMRT by minibus 
CCm 
engineers 
Copy one videatape Beta-VHS wernigk.  
Figure A. l  show the lmation of a l l  the wrvey staff; 
supewisors; OCMRT engineers etc. 
The equipnent for the survey omp.ised 4 vehicles; 30 digital 
watches; 14 tal ly CO~nters; 40 clipboards; 8 two-my radios; 4 
sets of video omera/recorder, 40 x 3 hour video cassettes. 
vehicles 
lhe 30 survey staff plw the 4 supervisors were picked up 
each day at OClMRT and taken to the sites in tm Sorgtau 
(converted pick-up truck) . lhese were hired locally on a 
contract basis a t  $200 p r  trip. 
mst of the CCMRT eqineers went to the s i te  in an official 
OCMRT minibus (pool vehicle with staff driver) . 
The LK contingent p lw up to 2 remaining CCMRT erqineers 
used the principal investigator' s own car. 
Digital -P&tches 
These were required for all survey staff; to maintain co- 
ordinaticn. Eleven had already been obtained fix the 
isolated jmction exprimat;  and the balance were 
purchased locally a t  approximately $160 each. 
Approximately 10 were borroulRd emCIT ' =.COCKS, Uie  
reminder wre  bomd £ran m T .  
Ppproximately 10 were borrowxl fran AIT; 15 £ran CCW; and 
15 purchased specially. 
OPP omed a Mal of 9 &way radios; and 8 of these were 
made available for use on the survey. 
video - Cameras - etc ; 
!the ~ ~ r o j e c t  already owed one video camera and tm pr table  
VHS recorders. A further three caneras a d  tm recorders 
-re hired fran the Audio Visual Unit of AIT for the 
duration of the experiment; f a  d7000. Ole problen was that 
the tm recorders cm hire were Beta- &mat (there -re IY) 
portables availabl6' 'for hire). It was therefore 
necessary to copy each of the Beta-tapes on to WS; to 
LOCATION OF SURVEY STAFF^ .' - ' F I G  A: 1 
KEY: 
1. MANDARIN HOTEL 
2. MONTIEN HOTEL 
3. CHARN ISSARA TOWER 
4. IBM BUILDING 
5 .  DUSIT THAN1 HOTEL 
6. CATHAY TRUST BUILDING 
7 .  THAI FARMERS BANK . 
8. JARDINE'S 
9. KAESIRI MOTORS 
10.  OCEAN INSURANCE 
i INPUT COUNTS 
e ELEVATED OBSERVERS 
maintain canpatibility. 'Ihis process was done as far as 
pssible dmiw the survey ( in the KKning s and wernight) 
so that cnly 10 Beta-tapes were actually required; earlier 
ones being re-used. The Beta-tapes wre brrowd fran AIT. 
The 40 VHS tapes ( 3  hours each) w r e  purchased locally at 
@175 each approximately. 
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